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Seven Junior Men Named To Cub and Key at Prom

In 1958, six senior men decided that there should be some organization on campus which would recognize and assist those male students who devoted their scholarship, character, and service to the University. Several junior members of this society have been chosen to succeed their predecessors, and they have selected their final names at the Prom, according to constitutional by-laws, no more than seven members may be selected, and many times in the past fewer than seven have been chosen. However, the trend in recent years seems to be that the full quota will be filled.

The Cub and Key Society of 1958 is composed of the following seven seniors: John Karl, Preston Lotz, Alex Devereux, Charles Gash, Robert Firth, Charles Davis, and William Swain.

Senior Prom is Lovely Polynesian Paradise
Name: Perm Officers, Lord & Lady

Lord Jack Gould and Lady Pail Lore of the Senior Hall.

Ross to Speak on Retarded Children

Dr. Alan O. Ross, assistant professor of psychology at the University, will speak on "The Application of Psychological Tests in the Treatment of Retarded Children," March 21 at 8:00 p.m. in the Adrian College, according to President Arthur R. Hammond. The lecture is sponsored by the Polynesian Club.}

Ross will meet with psychology majors Tuesday afternoon for a discussion of the topic. He has published several papers on mental retardation and is known throughout the country for his work with the retarded.

Pi Nu Sponsors S.F. Song Fest

The annual Fraternity-Sorority Sing, sponsored by the Pi Nu Sigma Kappa, will be held March 21 in the Bingham Chapel. The Program Committee is composed of members of the Pi Nu Sigma Kappa. The evening is anticipated and greatly enjoyed by all those who participate.

Eligibility, led by "The Devil's Bride" will be sung by the men of the group, while "Yes Belong" will be sung by the women of the group. The program will include many songs written by the members of the group.

Romane Named Editor

Production Editors Also Announced

May Take Over in April

In the last issue of the WEEKLY to appear before spring vacation, the current staff will take over the responsibility of selecting new editors for the coming year. The new editors will take over publication of the paper following the vacation period.

Larry Romane, Larry is a biology major and has written articles for the WEEKLY for two years. Larry French major from Haverford. Pa. She is a sister of the Pi Nu security and has written for the paper. Both are seniors.

Sports Editor in Fritz Leipziger

Return to the baseball team, write an article for the YEARBOOK. He has been very active on the paper. Last year he was a member of the Pi Nu Sigma Kappa, writing articles for the paper and was named at a future date.

New Members of Pi Nu Sigma Kappa

Mr. W. O. Reed, a member of the Pi Nu Sigma Kappa, is making the group a spring vacation. Each member of the Pi Nu Sigma Kappa is making a spring vacation. Each member of the Pi Nu Sigma Kappa will be named as a member of the Pi Nu Sigma Kappa.

Co-Editors for the next year are Sue Neale and Ron, with Anne Armstrong, who has been very active on the paper. The new group this spring is members of the Pi Nu Sigma Kappa.

ICRC Announces Model United Nations

Over eight hundred students from 40 colleges and universities attended the fourth United Nations Model United Nations Conference, March 10-13. The conference was sponsored by the American Historical Association and was held in the spring of 1955.

The three-day conference was held in the City of New York. The students were divided into small groups and were given the task of representing as many nations throughout the world as possible.

The students were assigned to different countries and were told to represent them as accurately as possible. They were given a small amount of time to practice before the actual conference began.

The conference was divided into three main sessions: a plenary session, a committee session, and a debate session.

During the plenary session, the students were given the opportunity to discuss and debate various issues related to the United Nations. They were also able to hear from various guest speakers.

In the committee session, the students were divided into smaller groups and were given the task of representing a particular country. They were given a small amount of time to discuss and debate various issues related to their country.

The last session was the debate session, where the students were given the opportunity to debate various issues related to the United Nations. They were given a small amount of time to practice before the actual debate began.

The conference was successful and was enjoyed by all those who participated. The students were able to learn about the United Nations and its role in world affairs.

An important aspect of the conference was the opportunity for students to network and make new friends. Many students were able to meet students from other colleges and universities and were able to share ideas and experiences.

The conference was a great success and was enjoyed by all those who participated. It was a great opportunity for students to learn about the United Nations and its role in world affairs.
Hinkle Will Leave Curtain Club
At Its Highest Peak in Years

Outgoing Director Names "Adding Machine" No. 1 Play

Sam Tolken

When the last act of the "Tender Trap" ends and the curtain falls, the Ursinus Curtain Club will lose one of the best advisors it has ever had. Dr. Edgar H. Hinkle, after three years of dramatic coaching, has decided to step down. The new advisor to the Curtain Club will be Mr. Melvyn H. Evrard, a member of the English department.

This is Dr. Hinkle's first school-year in residence at Ursinus, and its related Student-Faculty organization. He has been so happy to get the maps and the staging that I have been given since the creation of the Curtain Club on Monday, March 19, 1965. Dr. Hinkle started the first fall-in-the-round production of "Curtain Club" at the Ursinus College.

The play was "Dear Wormwood" which was a decided departure from the usual broad comedy in the Curtain Club. Under Dr. Hinkle's direction, "Adding Machine" was presented. In the fall of 1964, the Curtain Club under Dr. Hinkle's direction, "Adding Machine" which used a realistic, modern setting and a realistic, modern setting and

A Appendix E150

Maps Reappear

In Torn Atlases

On February 14, just a few days before the annual dedication of the Ursinus College Civil War and theirCurtain Club." The club is due to the compact size of the college community which affords the students and faculty alike the opportunity to become acquainted with each other. This is a factor which impresses visitors and guests of the college, sending them away with a very pleasant image of the school.

One of the outstanding characteristics of Ursinus College is the friendliness of the campus. In a large part, this is due to the fact that every student is involved in the campus life. This affords the students and faculty alike the opportunity to become acquainted with each other. This is a factor which impresses visitors and guests of the college, sending them away with a very pleasant image of the school.

The Ursinus Curtain Club, under Dr. Hinkle's direction, produced "Adding Machine", which used a realistic, modern setting and a realistic, modern setting and
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Intramural Corner

Once again gym space is getting harder to get. Twelve games were played this week which leaves fourteen games yet to be played because of the Science Fairs. These are the games for Nov. 18-25.

8-9 Ftrcroft vs. 8-9 Delta, 7-8 Day vs. 7-8 Winnel's, 3/22 - 7-8 Delta vs. 8-9 Kings, 8-9 Delta vs. 7-8 Winnel's.

Letter Writers

The following men have been awarded Varsity Letters this week:

Basketball: David Campbell, David Collins, Harold Kranz, Michael Poblete, Edward Rutten, Barry Trotter.


Wilbur Apothecary

409 Main Street, Collegeville

Phone 489-4933

Sports

The U.S. vs. UC basketball game was held in the new gym. The remaining games and the championships will be as listed so as get back intramural sports hall may have to be started along with the final games of the basketball season. Nothing has been decided as yet concerning intramural wrestling.

Girls' Basketball Season

Overpowers Owls

In the final games of the season, Ursinus J.V. and third teams overpowered Temple's Varsity and J.V. teams. Ursinus Stafielein led the team to their way to victory by scoring 21 points followed by 16 and 14 points by Purple. The Owls controlled the boards and used the fast break to gain, a half-time score of 24-20. They came back the second half with the same strategy and scored 29 points, making the final score 44-41.

The third team left the Temple girls from scoring by double teaming the girl with the ball. They pulled down many rebounds and limited down fast break to score. High scorer was Arden Wilman with 16 points. And hitting double figures was Rachel Metzger with 31 in the quarter the team received. Click and work the ball in for the sure shot. The final score was 51-34.

Dominant Beaver

The varsity "B" started out strong and never gave up their lead to beat Beaver 48-30. The defense, led by Pat Holmes and Brenda Beger, was very strong and most of Beaver's points were made on foul shots. The score was headed by Diana Van Dam with 16 points and Joan Moor and Kannde Allen with 14 points. The J.V. team outplayed Beaver in the final games of the season, and they pulled down many rebounds and hustled down the court to four points in the second half to give W.C. the victory. The final score was 34-27.

That was a lid on the basket and the basket and only scored four points in the second half to give W.C. the victory. The final score was 34-27.

UC Bows to Rams

The Ursinus girls tried to pull a victory in the remaining three games of the West Cheyney name but was not successful. The team, led by Pat Holmes and Brenda Beger, was very strong and most of Beaver's points were made on foul shots. The score was headed by Diana Van Dam with 16 points and Joan Moor and Kannde Allen with 14 points. The J.V. team outplayed Beaver in the final games of the season, and they pulled down many rebounds and hustled down the court to score. The final score was 51-34.

The third team edged a bit higher than the second team, and the Rams outscored the Owls by 18 points. The Quick scorer of the game; Gail Fallon scored 17 to be the high scorer of the game. The Owls outdid the Owls so they dropped in points while the offense was scored. The final score was 98-72.

UC Beats Cheyney

The third team did a nice job in the final game and was very successful in the final game. The team, led by Pat Holmes and Brenda Beger, was very strong and most of Beaver's points were made on foul shots. The score was headed by Diana Van Dam with 16 points and Joan Moor and Kannde Allen with 14 points. The J.V. team outplayed Beaver in the final games of the season, and they pulled down many rebounds and hustled down the court to score. The final score was 51-34.

To Florida or 79 other places.

Show us any airline's youth ID card. If it's valid, you'll pay only half the price for your Eastern flight. Any child traveling alone during the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays. Provided there's a seat available at that time, you can fly on your own vacation to any of 66 destinations within the continental U.S. including Florida.

If you don't have such a card, and you're 12 through 21, it's a snap to get one from us, so long as your parents are available in person or by telephone (or mail order from Eastern Airlines) to Eastern Airlines, Dept. 350, 10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020.

Or take onto any Eastern flight office, and you can buy your half-fare ticket on the spot. We'll send your ID card later.

Mr./Mrs/Miss ________________________

Address ______________________________________

Zip Code ____________________________

Date of Birth ______________________

Fax birth certificate to: 12 Birth Certificate

Driver's license to: Driver's License

Other (Please explain) __________________________

School address, if a resident 

Zip Code ____________________________

Send ID card to: Home address or school address
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Greek Gleamings

Apoes
Attention all. Tonight is the night the singing attention ever to come on campus. The philosophy major’s Philip питания night offer concert harmony chorus will do several songs, but one section none—never—and be unprepared to hear sweet harmony. Four Post. Featured on the guitar, Dr. Gerald Hinkle, and the tormented Flamingo. Heartfelt thanks. In keeping with their latest rendition, and the heartstrings of the concerns of the brothers and sisters, several songs were impressed with the impression of the impressionable Garden and seen in their presence Brother Dean expressed his sincere crowned Lady of the Press. The rest will lead us to unprecedented part at next week’s mixer.

Kappa Delta Kappa
After weeks of trial,actual unrelentless, and what will eventually tonight’s song: Song, let’s see Kappa Delta Kappa on that—now what’s this? This whole area receives constant excitement. A student is pictured performing a routine of walking around, running, jumping, dancing, and in the screening, but we finally managed to stop the running.

Alphabets, Petunia, Penny, JoyAnna, Betsey and Ray. Don’t forget Wednesday’s Impossible fact—allegedly hop that the first take is the last take. Please refrain from the noisy gallery. Anyone needing advice on reel color or anything else can ask Sister Seoma. Seoma’s heard quite a bit also about how much fun you’re really back. It’s good to know that you’re supervising that girl’s dinner. We have the dinner ticket for the Kwan Kiokie Klub Dinner. By the way, Seoma sits next to the Wednesday, your usual last chance night

IRG Attends
(Continued from page 1)
poise of the model General As- sembly. IRG is expected to direct the procedures and operations of the real General Assembly, which modeled itself on the rules on the replica of our nation’s General Assembly.

IRG, meetings are held at the Board, where representatives received letters from the National Steering Committee for the Student Government. The meeting was a closed meeting and open discussion on the problems of nuclear disarmament, which was seen by the students as a link to the U.S. National Student Association, and the public, the Korean border dispute, Vancouver, the U.S. occupation question, and World Law. A few students from IRG are in the Student Senate, and one address by Rep. Jonathan Bing of Pennsylvania is included.

Sponsors of the session—discussed the plan, the Senate, and the Senate Officer John Morris Cooper of College of the United States National Association Arthur J. Gold, and Undersecretary of the College of Liberal Arts, Professor Kingmayer, Professor, and Mayor John’s University of New York City.

Perrotto’s Pizzeria
240 W. Ridge Pike  
Jeffersonville, Pa.  
Ph. 277-9599
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